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Three Indian Songs, Op. 32 (1908)

(English sung texts by A. Farwell, based on an Omaha Tribe traditional text)
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From Mesa and Plain, Op. 20 (1905)

Navajo War Dance No. 2, Op. 29 (1904)

Dawn, Fantasy on Two Indian Themes, Op. 12 (1901)

Impressions of the Wa-Wan Ceremony of the Omahas, Op. 21 (1905)

No. 1. Receiving the Messenger
No. 2. Nearing the Village
No. 3. Song of Approach
No. 4. Laying Down the Pipes
No. 5. Raising the Pipes

No. 6. Invocation
No. 7. Song of Peace
No. 8. Choral
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Sioux Falls, South Dakota, USA 1, Washington National Cathedral, Washington, USA 2–4,
Bates Recital Hall, Austin, Texas, USA 5, Digressione Music Studio, Molfetta, Bari, Italy 6–^
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America’s Neglected Composer

“Arthur Farwell is probably the most neglected
composer in our history ... At the turn of the
century no one wrote music with greater
seriousness of purpose or fought harder for
American music ... He was an intellectual and
spiritual giant.”

This assessment, by the late composer and critic
A. Walter Kramer in 1973, rings ever louder today;
Farwell has been deemed an untouchable. Hounded by
accusations of “cultural appropriation”, he has
posthumously fallen prey to changing notions of cultural
rectitude. He was (among many other things) the leader
of the “Indianist” movement in American music – a huge
and yet forgotten swath of cultural history, amassing
many hundreds of operas, symphonies, chamber works,
and songs until petering out in the 1930s.
Beginning in 1904, Farwell exhorted Americans to
differently consider Native Americans. The only
relationship “compatible with democratic ideals,” Farwell
wrote, would be “to bring the American people as a whole
into a sympathetic relation with the Indian.” His “poetic
expression in ritual, story and song,” Farwell continued,
offered a “wealth of interest and significance for the
enrichment of our own lives.” The language of Farwell’s
exhortation is a product of his time and place. But it
retains pertinence. Can the ecstatic admiration Farwell
aspired to convey in his Indianist compositions register in
the 21st century? What can we learn today from his
efforts to counteract stereotype and bias?
Farwell believed it was a democratic obligation of
Americans of European descent to try to understand the
indigenous Americans they displaced and oppressed – to
preserve something of their civilization; to find a path
toward reconciliation. His Indianist compositions,
therefore, attempt to mediate between Native American
ritual and the Western concert tradition. Like Béla Bartók
in Transylvania, like Igor Stravinsky in rural Russia, he
endeavored to fashion an astringent musical idiom that

would respect the integrity of indigenous dance and
song. Like Bartók, like Stravinsky, he aspired to capture
specific musical characteristics – but also something
additional, something ineffable and elemental, “religious
and legendary”. Farwell called it “race spirit”.
As a young man, he visited with Indians on Lake
Superior. He hunted with Indian guides. He had out-ofbody experiences. Later, in the Southwest, he
collaborated with the charismatic Charles Lummis, a
pioneer ethnographer. Farwell transcribed hundreds of
Indian and Hispanic melodies for Lummis, using either a
phonograph or local Indian singers. Our present-day
criterion of “authenticity” is a later construct, unknown in
Farwell’s day. If he was subject to criticism during his
lifetime, it was for being naïve and irrelevant, not
disrespectful or false. The music historian Beth Levy – a
rare contemporary student of the Indianists movement in
music – pithily summarizes that Farwell embodies a state
of tension intermingling “a scientific emphasis on
anthropological fact” with “a subjective identification
bordering on rapture”.
Over the years, I have five times succeeded in
getting university choruses to perform Farwell’s eight-part
a cappella pieces. The invariable response has been
wonder and incredulity. On another occasion, at the New
England Conservatory in 1999, I was able to present a
student performance of Farwell’s string quartet The Hako
with commentary by the late David McAllester.
McAllester was at the time an éminence grise among
ethnomusicologists specializing in Native American
music. Like the rest of us, he was hearing Farwell’s
quartet for the first time. The closing pages are marked
“With breadth and exaltation”. McAllister was stunned by
The Hako. I would rank it among the highest achievements
in American chamber music. If Farwell’s way of thinking
about the uses of Indian music and lore is a product of his
time and place, the rapture of The Hako is (to my ears) a
timeless achievement to – at last – be acknowledged and
pondered.

In one sense, to call the Indianist movement
forgotten is misleading. The best-known, best-loved
symphony composed on American soil – Antonín
Dvořák’s “New World” (1893) – is saturated with allusions
to Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s The Song of Hiawatha
(1855). Dvořák adored this poem, which for half a century
was the most popular work of American literature. Its use
of Indian legend, a product of its time, does not aspire to
be ethnologically accurate. If you know the Scherzo to
the “New World” Symphony, with its tom-tom beat, you
know a specimen of Dvořák’s Indian style – except that
this is not intended as program music and few listeners
today know its source: the dance of Pau-Puk Keewis
from Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast.
Post-Dvořák, Arthur Farwell declared himself the first
composer “to take up Dvořák’s challenge”. He created his
Wa-Wan Press to publish Indianist compositions by
himself and others. The response was copious. What to
make of this forgotten repertoire today? To judge from its
once most popular specimen – Charles Wakefield
Cadman’s song From the Land of the Sky-Blue Water
(1909) – it mainly accumulated a mountain of kitsch. Were
these Indianists opportunists? Though Cadman adapted
an actual Native American tune, the relationship to source
material is merely expedient, self-evidently casual.
Cadman’s song is as remote from Farwell’s Pawnee
Horses as a balalaika orchestra playing Dark Eyes is
remote from Stravinsky’s Les noces. In any event,
Americans, on the whole, did not buy the notion that
Native America was a defining component of America.
Of the Farwell compositions here recorded, Pawnee
Horses attempts to evoke the complexity of Indian
rhythms and tunes. His string quartet The Hako by and
large does not; as McAllester observed with admiration, it
mainly draws inspiration from Native America without
attempting to imitate or emulate. These are Farwell’s
Indianist polarities.
The unforgettable piano cameos Navajo War Dance
No. 2, Op. 29 (1904) and Pawnee Horses (1905) are
notable for their dates of composition: this is American
music ahead of its time. The former, a Bartókian exercise
in dissonance that all but eschews traditional harmonic

practice, was revived in the 1940s by John Kirkpatrick
(who influentially championed Ives’s “Concord” Sonata at
the same time). Of Pawnee Horses, Farwell wrote that its
Omaha melody “carries the rhythm of the gallop and the
spirit of the scene as only an Indian would have
conceived it.” He said of the melody itself that it was “so
complex and difficult in its rhythm as to render it virtually
impossible as a song to be sung by any known singer
except an Indian.” The effect of this singular music is
wonderfully fragrant and poetic. Charles Martin Loeffler,
once the most esteemed American composer, called it
“the best composition yet written by an American.”
Farwell’s choral setting of Pawnee Horses derives
from a set of four Indianist choruses composed in 1934
(long after Farwell had otherwise retired his Indianist
style) on commission from John Finley Williamson’s
famous Westminster Choir, which performed them
extensively. According to Farwell, Arturo Toscanini was
greatly impressed by these pieces. Farwell’s Three
Indian Songs, Op. 32 (published in 1908) were intended
(he said) to be “striking modern vocal developments,
boldly Indian,” with Indian names and vocables. The
piano solo Dawn, Op. 12 (1904) is a precursor of The Old
Man’s Love Song, the third of the Three Indian Songs.

2 Song of the Deathless Voice
Hi-dho ho!
Behold, here a warrior fighting fell,
A warrior’s death died,
Hear, O hear,
There was joy in his voice as he fell,
Ha-he dho-ee dha hey ee dho-ee.

3 Inketunga’s Thunder Song
Wakonda Wakonda!
Deep rolls thy thunder! Wakonda!
They speak to me, my friend; the Weeping Ones,
Hark! In deep rolling thunder calling.
Wakonda! O friend, they speak to me.
Far above, hark,
Deep-voiced in thunder calling.

4 The Old Man’s Love Song
Ha hae ha ha hae ha
Hae ha nae thae ha tha ae ha tho-e.
Daylight! Dawnlight!
Wakes on the hills.
Singing I seek thee, when young is the morn. Ee-ha! ee-ha!

Impressions of the Wa-Wan Ceremony of the
Omahas, Op. 21 (1906) comprises a set of eight short
pieces for solo piano based on transcriptions by Alice
Fletcher and John Comfort Fillmore. Farwell would
embed them in lecture-recitals attempting to convey
insight into “the Indian character”. He wrote that he titled
them “Impressions” because “they depend, in feeling,
largely upon early memories of the Indian of the West.”
“They aim to reflect in some measure the peaceful
nature of the ceremony, the quiet and the breadth
of the prairie, and to serve as an introductory
insight into certain lesser-known phases of Indian
life. Peace, fellowship, song – these gifts of the
Great Spirit shall not pass with the Indian, and
may long remind us of the efforts and deeds
through which he sought to attain them.”

The 20-minute String Quartet, Op. 65 “The Hako”
(1922) is the longest of Farwell’s Indianist compositions
and the only one traditionally structured. A onemovement sonata form, it marks a pivot toward the
chamber works (none of them Indianist) he would
subsequently write. The point of inspiration is the Hako
ceremony of the Great Plains tribes of the Pawnee
Nation, a celebration of the symbolic union of father and
son to maintain peace and fertility in the cosmos.
Although at various moments the players are asked to
evoke the woodpecker (to favor the storm gods) and the
owl (guardian of the night), and although Native
American tunes are quoted, the quartet is at the same
time a subjective personal response to an Indian

ceremony. It strives to honor and convey the “great
mystery ... to which refreshing source American life is
leading us back form the artificialities and technicalities
which have latterly beset European culture.” To the
performers of The Hako quartet, Farwell wrote:
“Certain things must be brought to the
interpretation before it has even a chance of
proving itself. E.g., the immensely reverential
spirit of the Indian in general, and his immense
dignity, and the unction with which each syllable
is taken in his singing. Specifically, I might speak
of the reverential attitude of the chanted prayer
of the priests which forms the greater part of the
introduction ... The hearer should feel ‘here is
something real, purposeful, expressive, going
on, even if I do not yet understand the full
meaning behind it.’”

In a post-Indianist phase of his mercurial career,
Farwell created open-air pageants as a catalyst for a
distinctively American musical art. In 1916 he helped
create a Song and Light Festival in Manhattan’s Central
Park at which thirty thousand massed to hear and see an
orchestra lit by lanterns. In 1925 he undertook a Theater
of the Stars in the San Bernandino Mountains of
California. His dream of a communal American musical
experience died a lingering but decisive death. The
pageantry movement was supplanted by the radio, the
phonograph, and the movies. He once wrote: “Let the
composer stand on the bluffs overlooking the Mississippi.
Let him ask himself, an intruder, what those men must
have felt, who through generations inherited that
wonderland and the freedom of it. Then let him sing [a
song in which] the Indian, the American, the European,
the African, all, will live again in a universal expression
which will be the collective voice of America’s world-wide
humanity.” He was, finally, a Whitmanesque apostle of an
American music as yet unborn.

About this recording

Among other things, PostClassical Ensemble (PCE) is
dedicated to curating the musical past of the Americas.
We champion composers whose time will come. At the
top of our list are Silvestre Revueltas, Bernard Herrmann
and Lou Harrison, all of whom we have recorded for
Naxos. Whether Arthur Farwell’s time will come is
another question – it will, alas, depend on political, not
musical winds of change. Our 2014 Naxos CD Dvořák
and America (Naxos 8.559777) – including three Farwell
cameos – was a start.
In 2018 the PCE produced Native American
Inspirations, a week-long festival headquartered at the
Washington National Cathedral and the genesis of the
present Naxos release. We surveyed 125 years of music
inspired by Native America – that is, we linked Dvořák,
Farwell and the Indianists to contemporary composers,
Native and non-Native, who mine Native American songs
and ceremony. One of the challenges of presenting
Farwell in concert is enlisting pertinent participants. For
our D.C. festival we were able to feature a pair of

The Lakota Music Project

remarkable Lakota and Dakota performers in partnership
with the South Dakota Symphony’s Lakota Music Project.
Others – performers, scholars, institutions – declined on
the grounds that Farwell lacked “authenticity”. But
Farwell’s The Hako quartet claims no authenticity.
Rather, it documents the composer’s enthralled
subjective response to a gripping Native American ritual.
At our festival, a sensational performance of The Hako by
the Dakota String Quartet ignited a thunderous ovation. It
is Arthur Farwell’s rapture that is here “authentic”.
The festival provoked divergent reviews in
The Washington Post and The American Scholar. The
Post review gave short shrift to Farwell; it was buttressed
by a flood of supportive tweets condemning Farwell as an
appropriator. My own latest thoughts on this debate may
be found in my new book, Dvorak’s Prophecy and the
Vexed Fate of Black Classical Music.
Joseph Horowitz
Executive Producer, PostClassical Ensemble

The Lakota Music Project, which partnered PostClassical Ensemble’s Native American Inspirations festival, is a
creation of the South Dakota Symphony and its music director, Delta David Gier. It links the orchestra to Indian
reservations throughout South Dakota.

William Sharp

William Sharp, a frequent guest of
PostClassical Ensemble, is one of
America’s supreme concert singers. He is
featured on the Ensemble’s world
premiere recording of Bernard Herrmann’s
radio play, Whitman (Naxos 8.559883).

Emanuele Arciuli

Emanuele Arciuli is an internationally
prominent Italian pianist based in Bari
who specializes in American piano music.
He is the author of books (in Italian) on
American keyboard repertoire and the
piano works of Leonard Bernstein.

Dakota String Quartet

Doosook Kim, Violin I • Magdalena Modzelewska, Violin II • Yi-Chun Lin, Viola • Robert Erhard, Cello
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The Dakota String Quartet, resident quartet of the South Dakota Symphony Orchestra (SDSO), comprises principal
string players of the orchestra. First violin Doosook Kim has been concertmaster with the SDSO since 1995 and
performs as a soloist and chamber musician in the US and internationally. Magdalena Modzelewska is principal
second violinist of the SDSO and plays Celtic fiddle. Violist Yi-Chun Lin was appointed principal viola of the SDSO in
2018 and has performed with the Texas Music Festival Orchestra, the National Taiwan Symphony and the
Akademische Orchester. Cellist Robert Erhard was appointed principal cello in 2020.
Photo: Alberta Zallone

The University of Texas Chamber Singers
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James Morrow

The University of Texas Chamber Singers, led
by James Morrow, performed choral works by
Arthur Farwell at a 2004 Dvořák festival curated
by Joseph Horowitz at the University of Texas
at Austin. The present recording of Pawnee
Horses was originally released as part of
PostClassical Ensemble’s CD, Dvořák and
America (Naxos 8.559777).

James Morrow is Associate Professor of Music and Director of Choral Activities at
The University of Texas at Austin, where he conducts the Chamber Singers and
Choral Arts Society and directs the graduate program in choral conducting. Choirs
under James Morrow’s direction have performed for various music conferences,
including national conventions of the American Choral Directors Association and
the Texas Music Educators Association conventions. A student of the late Gérard
Souzay, he has also performed as a baritone soloist with orchestras in a variety of
repertoire, including Stravinsky’s Pulcinella, Vaughan Williams’ Five Mystical
Songs, Arvo Pärt’s Passio, and the Bach passions.

PostClassical Ensemble

PostClassical Ensemble (PCE),
based in Washington, D.C., was cofounded by Angel Gil-Ordóñez
(Music Director) and Joseph
Horowitz (Executive Producer) in
2003. Philip Kennicott in The
Washington Post has called PCE
“one of the country’s most innovative
musical groups.” An “experimental
orchestral laboratory”, PCE explores
music in its cultural context. The
ensemble’s previous Naxos releases
include Dvořák and America (Naxos
8.559777), which includes the world
premiere recording of the Hiawatha
Melodrama, and recordings of music
by Lou Harrison, Virgil Thomson,
and Bernard Herrmann. The PCE’s
Photo: Tom Wolff
three Naxos DVDs feature classic
1930s films with the freshly recorded soundtracks: Redes (music by Silvestre Revueltas, Naxos 2.110372), The City
(Aaron Copland, Naxos 2.110231) and The Plow that Broke the Plains and The River (Virgil Thomson, Naxos
2.110521). Its forthcoming Naxos DVDs are the documentaries, Dvorak’s “New World” Symphony – A lens on the
American Experience of Race; Aaron Copland: American Populist; and Beyond “Psycho” – The Genius of Bernard
Herrmann, and Lou Harrison and Cultural Fusion.

Angel Gil-Ordóñez
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PostClassical Ensemble’s Angel Gil-Ordóñez, former Associate Conductor of the
National Orchestra of Spain, also serves as Principal Guest Conductor of New York’s
Perspectives Ensemble, Music Director of the Georgetown University Orchestra, and
Advisor for Education and Programming for Trinitate Philharmonia, a program in
León, Mexico, modelled on Venezuela’s El Sistema. In 2006 the King of Spain
bestowed upon Gil-Ordóñez the Royal Order of Queen Isabella, the country’s highest
civilian decoration, for advancing Spanish culture around the world.

Joseph Horowitz
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Long a pioneer in contextualized symphonic programming, Joseph Horowitz is widely regarded as the central historian
of the institutional history of American classical music. His eleven books include Classical Music in America: A History
(2005) and Artists in Exile (2008), both Economist best books of the year. His blog, “The Unanswered Question”, is at
artsjournal.com/uq. His new book, Dvorak’s Prophecy and the Vexed fate of Black Classical Music, deals extensively
with Arthur Farwell. It aligns with six documentary films, produced by Horowitz, to be released by Naxos in November
2021. For further information, please visit www.josephhorowitz.com.
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A detailed track list and recording details can be found inside
the booklet. The English sung texts are included in the booklet
and may also be accessed at www.naxos.com/libretti/559900.htm
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Cover image: Cover art for Arthur Farwell’s 1901 collection
of piano miniatures, American Indian Melodies,
as published by Farwell’s Wa-Wan Press
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Arthur Farwell has been called ‘the
most neglected composer in [American
musical] history.’ Hounded by accusations
of ‘cultural appropriation,’ he has
posthumously fallen prey to changing
notions of cultural authenticity. As the
leader of the ‘Indianists’ movement,
Farwell believed it was a democratic
obligation of Americans of European
descent to try to understand the
indigenous Americans they displaced
and oppressed. To this end, he merged
Indian music and lore with Western
concert forms – today, a controversial
practice. The performances here
recorded originated at a landmark
PostClassical Ensemble festival at
Washington’s National Cathedral.
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